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Arroyo, Brown, Buttendorf, Harten, McGowan 
The most important components of natural human development 
are social and emotional skills (Greenberg, O’Brien, Zins, 
Resnik and Elias, 2003). Without the two, many of our daily 
interactions, basic tasks, and the ability to carry out long-term 
goals would become extremely difficult.  Thus, these skills are 
critical components in early development, as one-on-one 
interactions between children occur in daily environments (e.g., 
in the classroom and on the playground) (Shonkoff, 2004).  
!
However, as the child matures and enters adulthood these 
social and emotional skills only continue to play an even more 
integral part in human development.  As one ages, social and 
emotional skills become necessary in most daily activities, 
including, but not limited to, social activities, relationships and 
workplace interactions (Weissberg, Jackson and Shriver, 1993). 
!
In society, there are many children who have underdeveloped 
social and emotional skills. These include children on the 
autism spectrum, children with personality disorders, and those 
who failed to gain these skills throughout the course of their 
development into adulthood (White, Keonig and Scahill, 2007). 
!
For the sake of this project, however, our focus is on early 
intervention for children without cognitive or emotional  
disorders. Specifically, the need is children who may have 
average or above-average cognitive abilities, but have a deficit 
in social and emotional skills.  
!
This project seeks to harness the power of fictional literature - 
stories created from the imagination of the writer. Fictional 
literature allows the reader to use their own imagination to 
envision creative and dynamic imagery and to embody the 
characters described in the literature (Gernsbacher, Goldsmith 
and Robertson, 1992).  It is our hope to use this power of 
fictional literature to foster these social and emotional skills 
(Mar, Oatley and Peterson, 2009). This will be achieved through 
an interactive technology platform.

Statement 

of Need 

!
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This project aims to improve user’s emotional intelligence. 
This would include improvements in the following areas: 
!
A. Self-awareness: The capacity for introspection. The 

ability to recognize one's own character, feelings, 
motives and desires; 

B. Self-management: The ability to manage oneself. The 
ability to take responsibility for one's own behavior and 
well-being; 

C. Social awareness: The capacity to be aware of a social 
situation. The ability to interact socially with others; 

D. Relationship management: The capacity to create and 
maintain relationships with others.

Impact

Through the use of our project, learners will achieve the 
following curricular goals: 
!
1. Learners will develop the social-emotional skills and be 

able to transfer these skills to real-life experiences. 
2. Learners will become more self-aware; developing the 

ability to recognize their own character, emotions, 
motives and desires. 

3. Learners will develop the capacity to interact socially 
and build and manage relationships with others. 

4. Learners will develop the ability to manage themselves. 
This includes taking responsibility for their own behavior 
and well being.

Curriculum

Goals 

!
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Our Users
• The middle school (formerly, junior high-school) community 

creates the ideal demographic for this project for two reasons: 
1) the development of social/emotional skills are still in their 
formative years; and 2) the country wide emphasis of middle 
school reading through the introduction of classical coming-of 
age literature; literature which successfully provides the 
opportunities for growth within a variety of developmental 
characteristics. 

• The shift from junior high schools into “middle schools”, was in 
an effort to include the focus on identity development and 
perceived societal needs (Yecke, 2005; p. 2). In the United 
States, the “middle grades” (4th through 8th,) reflect an 
educational experience marked with “strong academic growth” 
and discernible achievement in core skills and knowledge 
(Finn, 2005, I; as cited in Yecke, 2005). Moreover, what 
differentiates this middle institution from the former (primary) to 
the latter (secondary), is the prominent and noteworthy 
development of social emotional growth widely occurring within 
the walls of those schools  (Finn, 2005). 

• Moreover, the literacy curricula of the average American middle 
school is often the first introduction to rich, insightful, and 
genuinely thought-provoking literature; latterly providing the 
ideal context and population for our project to target. 

• Specifically, the demographics selected for this project are 
American middle school students, grades 6-8, ages 10-13. 
They span a variety of income levels and family characteristics. 
Moreover, the developmental characteristics of these young 
adults will widely vary along the spectrum of typical 
development (Yecke, 2005). These developmental criteria 
includes:

1. Intellectual Development!

• Middle schoolers might face issues 
regarding academic stress/pressure 
such as maintaining high 
grades,completing homework/class 
assignments, and passing standardized 
tests (“Emotions & Life”, n.d.). 

2. Physical Development!

• Middle schoolers might face issues 
regarding body image, eating 
disorders, hormones, and puberty 
(Johansen, n.d.; O’Donnell, n.d.) 

3. Emotional/Psychological Development!

• Middle schoolers might face issues 
regarding anxiety, depression, anger, 
and self-esteem (Rodgers, n.d.). 

4. Social Development!

• Middle schoolers might face issues 
regarding peer pressure, cyberbullying/
bullying, sex, drugs and alcohol, self-
identity, social hierarchies, and social 
media (“Understanding”, n.d.).

Through My Eyes
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intellectual development

physical development

social development

emotional development

[Figure 1]

Quote: "“In my WoW guild, I’m kind of a big deal. If you want to 
be really good at the game, though, there’s a lot of stuff you 
have to know. It’s almost like school!”

Background: Kevin is a pretty quick learner. He’s only been 
playing WoW for a little under a year now, but he’s already 
gained some prominence amongst the more experienced 
members of his guild as an up-and-comer. Kevin’s recently 
started to get a little bored with WoW, however, in part 
because he feels he’s already overcome most of the truly 
challenging barriers to advancement. 
!
When Kevin does read for fun, it’s largely non-fiction, non-
narrat ive texts—most ly game manuals / tu tor ia ls /
walkthroughs and the occasional sports biography. The only 
fiction/narrative texts that Kevin reads are a handful of 
(genre fiction) books that he reads repeatedly (National 
Center for Education Statistics, 2011, p. 20).. 
!
Over the past year or so, Kevin’s mother has noticed and 
grown concerned about what she sees as a lack of “real-
world” social interaction in her youngest son’s life. He’s 
started spending much less time playing with friends in-
person and much more time gaming online. Kevin’s mother 
doesn’t see his online gaming as a cause of his shift in 
sociability, however, but more a symptom of it. 

Age: 11

Future Career: U.S Air-force Pilot

Hobbies: Video games, baseball

School: Public; Miami, Florida6th grade student
Kevin Ruiz

Technology Comfort Level: High

Arroyo, Brown, Buttendorf, Harten, McGowan 
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intellectual development

physical development

social development

emotional development

[Figure 2]

Quote: “If I had to chose between my violin and 
my books, I would just die!” 

Biography: Elizabeth, Liz for short, is a 12 year old girl from 
Kings Bay, Georgia. She is homeschooled by her mother, a 
stay-at-home mom. Her father, an officer in the United States 
Navy, has had the family move 3 times in the last 10 years. 
Like 14% of other homeschoolers, the family’s unique living 
and t ravel s i tuat ion requires that E l izabeth be 
homeschooled. (Infographic: Homeschooled, 2013) She is 
an only child and spend lots of her free time reading, 
crocheting, singing or practicing her violin.  
!
Liz math and reading scores are in the 84th and 89th 
percentile, respectively. (Infographic: Homeschooled, 2013) 
She’s excited that her parents bought her an iPad for her 
birthday, and especially loves the fact that she can take as 
many “books” as she wants around with her now. She loves 
reading! Most of Liz’s friends are either in the orchestra or 
live on the base with her. !

Age: 12

Future Career: Engineer

Hobbies: Loves the Hunger Games and Harry Potter series, 
learning how to crochet, plays the violin in a club orchestra

School: Home-School; Kings Bay, Georgia

7th grade student
Liz McDonald

Technology Comfort Level: Medium-High
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8th grade student

Background: Max is a 13 year-old boy currently in the 8th 
grade. He's very extroverted, funny, and is usually seen 
surrounded by his friends, most of which are boys. As a 
child, his mother was concerned with his extremely high 
level of physical energy as well as his adaption into a new 
school—issues that were resolved when he joined a Pop 
Warner football league (Converse & Smith, 2006). 
!
In class, Max participates actively but his brightness is 
usually overshadowed by his humorous comments that can 
amuse both teachers and classmates. As a result of his 
generally good grades on school assignments, his parents 
trust his study routines and allow him to use the internet 
without much restriction. Smart and curious, he enjoys 
surfing the web to find interesting facts related to sports and 
science; as well as additional information about the authors 
he's interested in, like Rick Riordan. His Facebook profile 
reveals his various interests like: Percy Jackson, Harry 
Potter, FIFA games, and his idol, Bruce Springstein (“What 
teens share”, 2013).

intellectual development

physical development

social development

emotional development

Age: 13

Future Career: Video Game Critic

Hobbies: Movies, video games, reading science fiction, 
learning to play the guitar

School: Public; Allen, Oklahoma

Max Carter

Quote: "I love playing video games with my 
dad. I always win at FIFA”  (Grayson, 2012)

(istock)

Technology Comfort Level: High

[Figure 3]
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Anne Li
parent

Age: 36

Quote: “When it comes to my child’s education, I try to 
participate as often as I can. However, having time together 
has become limited and precious, so I prefer spending our 
time making long-lasting memories. I rely on the school and 
additional services to help meet her developmental needs” 

Biography: Ann, the mother of a 10 year old, is considered 
a “millennial mom” by today’s standards (born between 
1978-1994). At the age of 36, she is the majority contributor 
to the household income; a relative anomaly amongst her 
counterpart millennial-mothers.  
!
As a single parent, she works hard to fill the daily roles left 
vacant by a single parent household. As a result of this 
singularity when making decisions and controlling finances, 
she openly seeks the advice and the recommendations of 
her mothering friends. Having been born in the era of a 
technological boom, she sees the value in digital products 
and services, especially when associated with her child’s 
education and social/emotional development (Petrillo, 
2013). 
!
She enjoys using her kindle to read both fiction and 
nonfiction literature (especially Jodi Picoult novels), and 
relishes the memories she and her daughter make when 
camping at local state parks during the summertime.

Career: Public Relations

Education Level: Bachelor’s Degree

Marital Status: Single Parent

[Figure 4]

Annual Salary: $56,000

Residence: Westport, Connecticut

Technology Comfort Level: Medium-High

Arroyo, Brown, Buttendorf, Harten, McGowan 
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(istock)

Age: 37

Quote: “There is no friend as loyal as a book.”- 
Ernest Hemingway 
 

Biography: Mr. Fisher's early experience with literature 
opened his eyes to a world full of classic adventures and 
memorable characters. He credits his 5th grade teacher 
with his aspiration to become an educator, specifically in 
language arts. As an educator, he believes that there is 
nothing you can’t learn from reading a great piece of 
literature.   
!
However, in his first year of teaching, he is having a difficult 
time connecting with his students on a personal level. 
Positive relationships between teachers and students play a 
key role in effective instruction and Mr. Fisher strongly 
desires to change his students’ lives through reading 
(Marzano, 2011). He’s also realizing that his students are 
more stimulated by their smart phones and social media 
than what’s going on in class (Healy, 2013). To inspire his 
students, he strongly desires to bridge the gap between 
today’s technology and a passion for literature. 
  
Following his big move from Boston to New York to pursue 
his teaching career, Mr. Fisher loves to spend his spare time 
exploring the big city scenery with his Labrador Max.  And 
when he’s not discovering a new side of town, he thoroughly 
delights staying home cozied on his couch getting lost in a 
good read or spilling his ideas into his journal. 

Education Level: Master's Degree

Year's Teaching: 1

Grade: 7th

Mr. Fisher
language-arts teacher

Residence: Queens, New York

Technology Comfort Level: Low-medium

[Figure 5]
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Abate, M. A. (2010, December 26). A role for children's 
literature. The New York Times. Retrieved February 26, 2014 
from http://www.nytimes.com/roomfordebate/2010/12/26/the-
dark-side-of-young-adult-fiction/a-role-for-childrens-literature!
!
Throughout the decades, authors of children’s literature have 
constantly pushed the envelope regarding the topics addressed 
in their books and the mature content that they expose their 
readers to. Author Abate poses the question should children’s 
books reveal the harsh realities of the world or shield readers from 
the truth? For our design project, I believe this is an important 
issue that we should keep in mind.  If we want users to develop 
the appropriate social skills than how far do we push the envelope 
as designers.  How can we create a learning environment that 
addresses common day social issues without going too far? Also if 
we are going to have users design their own characters, can we 
give their characters qualities that address taboo ideas? 
!
Clegg, L. B. & Ford, P. K. (1996). Historical fiction & fantasy for 
the young learner. Social Studies and the Young Learner, 9(2) 
24-26, 29.!
!
A number of our discussions on this project have involved genre 
fiction, and this article makes an interesting argument for the 
abilities of these kinds of genre fiction to lead (young) readers to 
empathize with others. 
!
Banks, D. (1997). The debate over immigration has a human 
face: A literary approach. Social Education, 61(4), 196-202.!
!
Banks argues that “reading fiction about immigrants can provide 
[middle and high school] students with historical background, 
empathy, and an understanding of different perspectives” (p. 
196). Even though the article was written over fifteen years ago, 
the issue-lens that Banks uses is still relevant today.

Barab, S. A., Dodge, T., Ingram-Goble, A., Pettyjohn, P., 
Peppler, K., Volk, C., & Solomou, M. (2010). Pedagogical 
dramas and transformational play: Narratively rich games for 
learning. Mind, Culture, and Activity, 17(3), 235-264.!
!
This article provides a number of good models and theoretical 
frameworks for thinking about ways of using technology to 
thoroughly engage learners with fiction in ways that allow for the 
adoption of multiple perspectives. Barab et al state that, with this 
research, they are looking to “illuminate the power of videogames 
to engage children in ideological struggles as they are 
experienced in game-based adaptations of classic literature” (p. 
235). 
!
Denise, J. C. (2003). The Role of Child Development and 
Social Interaction in the Selection of Children’s Literature to 
Promote Literacy Acquisition. Early Childhood Research & 
Practice, 5(2), 1-11.!
!
In order for children to create a bond with literature and beloved 
characters, they must engage with books that relate to their zone 
of proximal development.  Many times teachers or parents often 
miss the mark by selecting books that go over their children’s 
head.  Children must develop various schemas in order to relate 
to what they are reading.  This is essential for our design project 
because we want our users to connect to the characters in the 
stories they read.  If a book goes beyond their zone of proximal 
development, they won’t be able to make those relatable 
connections and acquire any valuable knowledge regarding 
social interaction. 
!
Djikic, M. Oatley, K., Zoeterman, S. & Peterson, J. (2009). On 
being moved by art:  How reading fiction transforms the self. 
Creativity Research Journal, 21, 24-29.!
!
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The research suggests that art does not cause strong changes in 
personality changes. Further, the individual relationship between 
individual psyche and art is a complex process, not easily studied 
or observed. Further, while there is not general connection 
between art and personality, individual people can likely be 
influenced by artistic forms. Once again, it remains dependent on 
the individual. This is useful to our group as we explore how 
literature (an art form) can influence individual personality. 
!
 Durlak, Joseph A., Roger P. Weissberg, Allison B. Dymnicki, 
Rebecca D. Taylor, and Kriston B. Schellinger. "The Impact of 
Enhancing Students’ Social and Emotional Learning: A Meta-
Analysis of School-Based Universal Interventions." Child 
Development 82.1 (2011): 405-32.!
!
This article shows an analysis of 213 school-based Social and 
Emotional Learning (SEL) programs that involve 270,034 students 
through kindergarten to high school. Participants of SEL showed 
significant improvement in their social and emotional skills as well 
as in their attitudes, behavior and academic performance as 
compared to students not enrolled in SEL programs. This 
suggests that the educational system could achieve greater 
results with the support of a program targeting social and 
emotional development. 
!
Gardner, W. L. & Knowles, M. L. (2008). Love makes you real: 
Favorite television characters are perceived as “real” in a 
social facilitation paradigm. Social Cognition, 26, 156-168.!
!
This study analyzed the reasoning for why favorite television 
characters are anthropomorphized. The results show that the 
more a character is loved/liked the more it is perceived as real. 
Also, the presence of these characters resulted in greater social 
effects than the presence of a non-favorite character. It is also 
suggested that people attribute more complex attributions 
(cognitive and emotional properties) to the characters they like 
than to those they don’t like. 

Holm. D. (2012). Exploring Environmental Empathy in Action 
with Children's Books. Reading Improvement, 49(4), 134-139.!
!
In this article, Holm discuses how readers do not only learn to feel 
empathy from a book’s characters, but also from the character’s 
environment as well.  For example, beloved characters like the 
Lorax from Dr. Seuss teach readers to care for the trees.  How can 
we incorporate this idea of environmental empathy into our design 
environment? If we are creating a virtual world, can we design a 
setting that encourages empathy as well? 
!
Jarvis, C. (2012). Fiction, empathy and lifelong learning. 
International Journal of Lifelong Education, 31(6), 743-758.!
!
This article directly addresses a number of the issues that we are 
looking to address with our project/intervention, even if it does not 
directly address our intended age group--though I think this age 
group difference will actually serve as a helpful complement to 
much of the other research we’ve found, which deals almost 
exclusively with young learners. Jarvis states that her analyses of 
fiction on/with adult learners leads to a consideration of fiction's 
capacity to promote an involuntary empathy that can help adult 
learners develop deeper understandings of difference and of 
excluded groups. It also shows that an understanding of the 
factors that inhibit the development of empathy and enable 
individuals to justify the sufferings of others could be of value to 
educators. Finally it suggests that [psychologist Martin] Hoffman's 
examination of conditions that lead to empathic anger is helpful 
for educators wanting to use the potential of fiction to encourage 
and promote action in the cause of social justice. (p. 743) 
!
Karniol, R. (2012). Storybook-induced arousal and 
preschoolers' empathic understanding of negative affect in 
self, others, and animals in stories. Journal of Research in 
Childhood Education, 26(3), 346-358.!
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At the other end of the age-group spectrum, this article provides a 
number of useful insights into the generation and the (emotional 
and physical) outcomes of empathy in young learners--in relation 
to fiction. In her study, Karniol had preschool children listen to a 
children's storybook about an animal character, with reading 
being terminated prior to, or after, problem resolution. The 
children's empathic understanding of how the animal character 
felt was assessed, and they were then asked to draw, with 
strength of pressure on the page (as evident on attached carbon 
copies) serving as the index of arousal…. The results [of the 
study] were discussed in terms of children's emergent 
understanding of fiction. (p. 346) 
!
Kimball, M.A. (1999). From Folktales to Fiction: Orphan 
Character’s in Children Literature. Library Trends, 47(3), 
558-578.!
!
Throughout the history of children’s literature, the orphan has been 
a recurring archetype. Since most stories are often re-telling of old 
ones, the orphan is a character that readers continue to relate to 
for generations. Kimball expresses why readers are so drawn to 
this type of character. It is because orphans represent the strife 
and pain of us all that this particular character resonates in our 
hearts.  In our design project, we want to create interactive worlds 
where our users can create archetypical characters that evoke a 
special connection in their hearts. 
!
Mar, R. A., Oatley, K. & Peterson, J. B.  (2009). Exploring the 
Link between Reading Fiction and Empathy: Ruling out 
Individual Differences and Examining Outcomes. 
Communications, 34(4), 407-28. !
!
This study shows that reading fiction can help improve social 
skills. The research aimed to investigate whether fiction readers’ 
personality traits had any relevance to their social skills. The 
authors discovered that fiction caused improvement in empathy 
and social skills even when these characteristics were controlled. 

Mar, R., Djikic, M., & Oatley, K. (2008). Effects of reading on 
knowledge, social abilities, and selfhood. In S. Zyngier, M. 
Bortolussi, A. Chesnokova & J. Auracher (Eds.), Directions in 
empirical literary studies: In honor of Willie van Peer (pp. 
127-137). Amsterdam: Benjamins.!
!
The article by Mar, Dijkic, and Oatley propose that the underlying 
affect of narratives, and plot themes, can largely influence a 
reader. The authors propose that these narratives are “persuasive” 
and the morals have an ability to change how a reader views the 
world. Moreover, research substantiated in the article, propose 
that readers can subsequently change themselves; thus, books 
can become a “powerful indicator of self change”. Specifically, the 
authors cite a study where in which, 60% of readers who read for 
pleasure found reading to be a personally transforming 
experience (Ross, 1999; as cited in Mar et al., 2008; 126). This 
article substantiates our project’s intended correlation between 
fiction and social-emotional growth. 
!
Mar, R. A., Oatley, K., Hirsh, J., dela Paz, J., & Peterson, J. B. 
(2006). Bookworms versus nerds: Exposure to fiction versus 
non-fiction, divergent associations with social ability, and the 
simulation of fictional social worlds. Journal of Research in 
Personality, 40, 694–712.!
!
This article by Mar, Oatley, Hirsh, deal Paz, and Peterson (2006), 
differentiate the two most common modes for reading, and the 
effects the two modes and genres have on individual-self growth. 
Specifically, individuals who read a majority of nonfiction text 
(“nerds”) and those who read a majority of fiction/narrative texts 
(“bookworm”). Though those classifications are colloquial, they do 
help to distinguish two readers who read a considerable amount, 
but retrieve far different benefits from those readings. 
!
Moreover, Bookworms, while still amounting for less interpersonal 
contact, absorb themselves in fiction-based material which words 
to simulate a social environment. Whereas nerds may “accrue a 
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deficit of social situations” when their reduced interpersonal 
contact and their texts fail to stimulate social experiences. 
!
Murray, J. H. (1997). Hamlet on the holodeck: The future of 
narrative in cyberspace. Cambridge. Mass.: MIT Press.!
!
This book, by Janet Horowitz Murray (1997), discusses the 
specificities of digital environments and provides an insight of 
what the future of narratives in these environments will be like. The 
author highlights that, with the power of interactivity, digital 
narratives will involve readers’ active participation in the flow of 
story construction in a more mature way as compared to the form 
it already happens in games. According to the author, readers’ 
participation in the narratives will lead to a new form of art. 
!
Oatley, K. (1999). Why fiction may be twice as true as fact: 
Fiction as cognitive and emotional simulation. Review of 
General Psychology, 3, 101-117.!
!
Oatley raises an interesting point in this article when he states, “A 
play or novel runs on the mind of the audience or easer as a 
computer simulation runs on a computer” (105). Fiction, a 
stimulus, can elicit the problems in “human action and 
emotion” (105).  Moreover, throughout the centuries, fiction has 
embodies the myths and cultural themes which are players in 
forming individual/unique societies and the identities within them. 
This article gives a great generalized overview of what fiction is, 
and how it influences the multi facets of life. 
!
Rall, J., & Harris, P. L. (2000). In Cinderella’s slippers? Story 
comprehension from the protagonist’s point of view. 
Developmental Psychology, 26, 202–208.!
!
In this article, Rall and Harris (2000) show a study that indicates 
that children aged 3-4, as well as adults, can recall a story more 
accurately from the perspective of the protagonist, tending to use 
action verbs that refer to these main characters rather than others. 

Seja, A. L., & Russ, S. W. (1999). Children’s fantasy play and 
emotional understanding. Journal of Clinical Child 
Psychology, 28, 269–277!
!
In this article the authors study the relation between affective and 
cognitive processes in fantasy play and their emotional 
understanding. Their findings indicate that cognitive dimensions 
of fantasy play were significantly connected to one’s ability to 
describe emotional experiences and understand others’ emotions. 
The cognitive organization of emotion and fantasy was the main 
factor responsible for variations, and results indicate that range 
and intensity of affect experienced during fantasy play is more 
important than just the frequency of affect expression. 
!
Video games boost social skills in kids. (2013, December 5). 
IBNLive. Retrieved February 25, 2014, from http://goo.gl/
MFyYns!
!
The following piece of literature is pertinent to our project as it 
describes the social and educational benefit of gaming. 
Referencing an Australian digital survey, social development isn’t 
the only area see’s a benefit, moreover, 85% of respondents report 
that these games aid in a reduction of reduce stress and 83% find 
video games to have the capability for educational components.
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Through My Eyes (TME) is designed to 
address two distinct but overlapping 
needs of educators and learners today. 
First, it thoroughly engages students with 
reading, specifically fiction, in a truly 
novel way. Second, it is oriented towards 
enhancing one of the proven benefits of 
reading fiction—the development of 
social-emotional skills.

TME is targeted at American 
middle school students—grades 
6-8, ages 10-13— because of 
the significant increase in, and 
the importance of the 
development of, social-
emotional skills during this stage 
of maturity. 

!
TME employs a state-of-the-art interactive 
fiction engine/AI in a fully rendered 3D 
environment, where the player uses an 
Oculus Rift VR headset and Razer Hydra 
motion-sensing controller to navigate the 
story space. The highly immersive and 
responsive nature of such a system 
enables students to feel, deeply and in a 
variety of ways (physical and emotional), 
that they are truly a character in a story. 

Designed to serve as a robust and unique supplement to 
traditional language arts curricula, the content for TME’s story 
spaces is comprised of select, “unexplored” scenes from 
print books that students are reading in class. These 
“unexplored” scenes may be just a line or two of description 
in the original text that are then expanded into rich, detailed 
scenarios that students, assuming the role of one—or more—
of the book’s principal characters, can dynamically interact 
with.  
Guided by teacher instruction and group discussion, these 
experiences can be “folded into” students’ reading of the 
print book, providing not only additional (empathetic) insights 
into a text’s characters, but also a way of comparing the 
experience of certain story elements with an author’s 
depiction of that experience in writing.

Target 

Audience

Concept

TechnologyNeed/Goals

Arroyo, Brown, Buttendorf, Harten, McGowan Through My Eyes

!
Constructivism - Learners actively construct knowledge 
through their interaction choices. 
Affective Learning - By engaging with a story from a variety 
of perspectives, students can experience a transformational 
and/or perspective change. 
Cognitive Theory of Multimedia Learning - Students can 
have a deep and varied learning experience via multiple 
channels of sensory input. 
Points of Viewing Theory - By adopting a multiplicity of 
characters’ perspectives, learners may reflect on their own 
changing thoughts and feelings on any number of subjects  
Social Learning Theory - Through My Eyes is designed for 
use in a group setting and guided by teacher observation. 
Transformational Play - Players problem-solve within 
scenarios in order to affect transformations both within the 
game and their own understanding. 

Theoretical Rational
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!
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 In his Language Arts class this period Kevin is reading Harry 
Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone. A lot of the kids in his class have 
already read it (as have a lot of kids he knows outside of class), but 
he hasn’t. He hasn’t even seen any of the movies. Frankly, he 
doesn’t really get what all the fuss is about. Magic or no magic—
they’re books…about going to school! Not being a part of this 
community of readers leaves Kevin with some mixed feelings. On 
the one hand, he doesn’t really care. He hasn’t really been 
interested in storybooks for a while now; and he’s got a plenty big 
community of his own he belongs to, one that he’s an important 
member of—World of Warcraft. On the other hand, not being a part 
of the Harry Potter community feels like one more thing he’s left out 
of, which always hurts at least a little. 
 As both Kevin’s teachers and his parents have become more 
and more concerned about a somewhat dramatic, negative shift in 
his sociability in recent months, they decide that he’s a good 
candidate to participate in the school’s new “Interactions Program,” 
which is built around Through My Eyes. This simulation-gaming 
technology employs the interactive storytelling engine/AI of Versu in 
a fully rendered 3D environment, where the player uses an Oculus 
Rift headset and Razer Hydra gaming motion sensing controller to 
navigate the space.

The goal of Through My Eyes (TME) is to increase students’ empathy 
and social skills through the medium of interactive fiction. Using this 
technology, Kevin can play through select scenes from the Sorcerer’s 
Stone in a highly immersive story environment from the first-person 
perspective of multiple characters. Character options for this title 
include Harry Potter, Ron Weasley, Hermione Granger, Lucius Malfoy 
and Hagrid.  
 The school’s Interactions Program for 6th-graders meets three 
times a week—on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays—for two class 
periods a day. Kevin and one student from each of the school’s two 
other 6th grade classes all play through the scene, though not 
together (i.e. not in the same—networked—game space).  
 The first class period of each Interactions session is dedicated 
entirely to playing through the scene. Then, after a break between the 
two periods, all three of the students log off and have a group 
discussion with the Interactions teacher about what their play-through 
was like—what characters they selected, what decisions they made 
and why, if they would have done things differently now that they think 
about it, etc. During this time, the teacher usually calls up gameplay 
footage to complement the discussion. 
 When participating in an Interactions session, each student is 
situated in his or her own “game spot”—a gaming station-area 
comprised of a monitor (which presents a 2D feed of what the player 
is seeing in-game) on top of a low table, on which there a couple of 
shelves for storing students “rigs”—their Rifts and Hydras. Once the 
students are rigged up in their spots, the Interactions teacher will 
double-check each player’s set up, making sure everything is worn/
held correctly and comfortably. Players then login to their user profile, 
where they can see “My Library” and “My TME Achievements” (which 
are non-title-specific achievements players can accumulate over 
time, such as total logged hours, total characters played, total 
decisions made, etc.). After selecting a story in My Library, players 
can choose which character they want to play as, and then to either 
“Continue Story” or “Start New Story.” 
 Kevin has used Through My Eyes a few times before this 
period on the Sorcerer’s Stone, having played a few scenes from 
some short stories he read in his Language Arts class, but the 
experience (including his interactions with the technology) is still 
pretty new for him. Throughout the first couple of Interactions

[Figure 1]
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sessions Kevin was highly skeptical—and therefore critical—of the 
experience, saying that, even though the headset was maybe the 
coolest thing ever invented, there was way too much talking and not 
nearly enough action in the story he was playing. (“I’m okay with 
role-playing and all, but, c’mon! No battles at all?”) By the third 
session, however, Kevin had started to warm up to the experience, 
at first taking the majority of his enjoyment in “messing with the 
story” (taking actions he knew were counter to the plot of the 
printed text read in class), but eventually becoming more intrigued 
by the replay-perspective factor, by seeing how different characters 
would react to a given scenario.  
 On Monday, Kevin played as Harry. This choice—being the 
principal hero of a community he still feels rather on the outside of
—brought back a bit of Kevin’s skepticism, but not long into the 
scene he was much more taken with the experience of what it was 
like to have such so many people staring in so many different ways 
at The Boy Who Lived—some with amazement, some with 
admiration, some with fear, some with jealousy, etc. According to 
Kevin, “It was way more intense…way worse, actually…than 
anything I’d felt whenever people teased me for awhile for doing or 
saying something weird or whatever.” Kevin also found achieving 
the scene’s different story objectives—compellingly—difficult: “I had 
to keep asking Hagrid all sorts of stuff; because, I didn’t, y’know, 
know anything about this place!” 
 On Wednesday, Kevin played as Ron. He found this at once 
a more amusing experience (as the Weasley family provides plenty 
of funny material) and a more frustrating one: “When you play as 
Ron, you have a lot less money to get stuff with. And you’ve got 
your mom bothering you and fussing over you the whole time, 
which was pretty distracting.” Kevin also found that his social 
experience was notably different than his Harry playthrough: “It was 
kind of weird to go from lots of people looking at you onto the street 
to, like, hardly anybody paying attention to you. At one part I even 
thought to myself, ‘Did somebody cast an invisibility spell on me or 
something?’” 
 On Friday, Kevin was going to try playing as Hagrid; and he 
found himself wondering all sorts of things going into the day’s 
session. What would it be like be that big, where you got to, or had

to, look down on everyone? As Harry, Kevin tried to run away 
from Hagrid a number of times—so what would it be like to keep 
track of such a little person amidst all those other people? What 
would Hagrid’s dialogue options be like? Would there be fewer, 
because his character seemed to be a little “slow,” or would 
there be more, because he’s an adult who knows much more 
than the students? At the conclusion of this session, Kevin found 
himself even somewhat eager to compare experiences with the 
other two players during the Interaction’s discussion period.

Through My Eyes
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!
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Login/Profile!
1. Profile should have basic user information: school, age, 

favorite stories and/or genres. 
2. Profile should also include social-emotional development 

category (e.g., high, low etc). 
3. Profile should also include cognitive development category 

(e.g., high, low, etc.) 
!
My Library/Stories!
1. There should be a virtual library or list of stories available. 
2. Story segments should list time approximate time it should 

take for learner to complete objective(s). 
!
Progress!
1. Learner should be able to continue a previous play-through 

or start new a new one. 
2. Learner should be able to select character they want to play 

as. 
3. If learner is continuing a previous play-through--the learner 

should be able to see the story/scene so far and a brief 
reminder/synopsis of the selected character (motivation, 
characteristics, etc.). 

4. If learner selected a new play-through--the learner should 
be able to see an intro to the scene and a more in-depth 
character description. 

Players!
1. Learner should be able to sync with other players. 
Characters that learner can interact with are highlighted or 
listed somehow.  
!
Narrative (Story Selection)!
1. Learner should be able to select different actions, paths 

and choices throughout the narrative. 
2. The learner’s choices should have an impact on future 

choices available in the narrative. 
3. The choices/paths should be close-ended (e.g., there 

should be a limited number of choices). 
4. The narrative/story should have a clear beginning and end. 
!
Reflection/Discussion!
1. There should be a discussion at the end of the story—e.g., 

cause and effect of what happened during the experience, 
how actions affect overall outcome. 

2. There should be individual character reflection--learner 
reflects on his own character and the choices made 
throughout the play-through (book club-style discussion?) 

3. There should be a merit system--a way to measure progress 
based on discussion and actions selected during 
experience. 

Through My Eyes
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!
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Logic Flow
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Logic Flow: Set-Up/Menu
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Logic Flow: Interaction Experience
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Logic Flow: Discussion Experience
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See: Page 44 for Discussion prompts 
describing student/teacher interaction.
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A teacher discusses 
the upcoming 

activity with her 
students

Each student 
receives an oculus 
rift and begins the 
program: Through 

My Eyes

Student accesses the 
preselected story 
and selects their 

individual character 

Student experiences 
the story from the 
perspective of the 
character chosen

Student selects 
“choices” for the 

character to 
determine the story

Using guidelines 
offered by TME, 

students engage in 
discussion
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StoryBoard

Through My Eyes
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!
!
The resultant guiding our research: !
!
• Is there a connection occurring between the learner and the 

character they are embodying? 
!

• Is there a connection to the storyline and the choices the learner 
is making when acting as that character? Moreover, are choices 
being made (by the learner) that are sincere and acting in the 
best interest of the character and the plot line?  
!

• Is the learner invested in the outcome of the story (i.e. invested 
in the characters’ success or the character’s individual goals)? 
!

• Is the learner able to participate wholeheartedly in the group 
discussion following the scene segment? Are they able to 
describe their experiences as that character, and if/how they are 
emotionally affected by their experiences as a certain 
character? Is the learner able to empathize with their character 
and with the plight of other characters? 

Arroyo, Brown, Buttendorf, Harten, McGowan 

Most critical risks of not meeting your social impact and 
educational goals:!
  
• If the learners are not able to connect with literature figures, or 

plots/story lines, any skill building would fail to take place. 
!

• Further, if the learners couldn’t connect with the characters on 
an emotional level, the learners would not be able to thoroughly 
discuss what is happening in the scene, and why the characters 
behave as they do.  
!

• In addition, discussion groups would not be able to address any  
anxieties, worries, emotions that the learners may have felt when 
interacting as various characters within the program--a crucial 
area of reflection for building social/emotional skills 
!
• Largely, our design risks failing to promote any social emotional 

skills—risking an increase in problems within daily interactions. 
These risks will be constant in their future life, impacting their 
experiences within personal and professional activities. 
!

A. 

Testing Plan &  

Prototype 

!

Through My Eyes
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Conditions:!
1. Calm and quiet environment (classroom) 

1. Measurements should be done in classroom during recess 
break, or a break in schedule where the rest of the students 
are disposed in other activities (gym, art, music, etc.) 

2.    Loud electronic devices should be off 
a.    Reduce distractions so students could focus on the story 
3.    No interruptions by the teacher once the story scene has begun 

2.  *Unless to offer guidance or offer aid 
Time:!
1. Study should be conducted around the same time each day to 

avoid fatigue, and/or maintain same energy level. 
2. Study (story scene and discussion) should take no more than one 

hour (60 minutes)  
Materials: 
1. Researcher Instructions 
2. Discussion Interview Packet 
3. Plastic Color Spots (orange, yellow, green, pink, blue) 
4. “Choice Cards” (Set of 16 cards per player) 
5. Video Recorder 
Participants:!
1.  Four students are selected through teacher recommendations. 

1. Specifically: 
1.  Students show reduced social/emotional skills, 

reduced empathy for other individuals, trouble 
making friends and maintaining friendships, 
reduced participation during classroom activities 

2. Students also show reduced appeal for fictional 
literature; may have trouble completing readings 
assigned in English-language arts, and further, 
cannot participate in classroom discussion. These 
students show an overall disinterest in fictional 
(written) material, though they may show an interest 
in non-fiction, or gaming activities. 

2.   Students are a random combination of males to females, all within    
the same grade level, various races and ethnicities. 
3.  Selected students complete a parental release form, allowing them 
to participate and be videotaped during the study.

Protocol- Story Scene!
1.  Room is arranged with visual maps outlined on the floor of the 
classroom/office. 
2.  Various choices are depicted with a change in color (i.e. Blue 
into Pink as choice is selected) 
3.  Using a script, and choice options, the students can navigate the 
scene as they choose 

1. As one character makes a choice, other characters are 
impacted by that action and follow the change in script 
as their characters react to the selected choice 

4.  After 40 minutes of play, the scene concludes and the students 
participate in discussion within the same space (classroom/office) 
  
*See Prototype: Experience StoryBoard 
!
!
Protocol- Discussion!
1.  The Discussion Phase is videotaped with permission by the 
student’s parental guardians 
2.  A series of structured questions are asked, which help to 
determine the learner’s engagement with their selected character. 
3.  Learners are each asked questions which help to determine if 
there was any emotional investment with the character’s they played 
and with the choices that were made (either by them, or by another 
peer). Note: Interview is orchestrated in discussion format, thus 
researchers will ask certain questions at their discretion. 
4.  Researcher will create a written record of student responses, and 
will later review videotape for clarification and specificity. 
5.  Discussion is conducted for 20 minutes. 
!
*See Prototype: Discussion Interview (page 44) 

Testing Plan: Protocol

Arroyo, Brown, Buttendorf, Harten, McGowan Through My Eyes
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Greetings! 
!
The purpose of this usability study is to evaluate the design of Through My Eyes. We are interested in determining if students 
can build social-emotional skills using a paper prototype of Through My Eyes.  The session will not ‘test' the student or his/her 
ability, rather the session will evaluate the effectiveness of Through My Eyes, and to provide information on areas of the design 
that might be improved.  Please be advised that there are no risks associated with participation in this session. 
  
During this session, students will be asked to complete some tasks including reading a narrative, following a colored path, and 
making choices. Also included in the session is a guided discussion period. As students complete the tasks, members of the 
project team will observe and take notes.  In addition, the session will be captured on video for future review.  The session will 
last no longer than one hour and fifteen minutes.  
  
If for any reason a student is uncomfortable during the session and does not want to complete a task, he/she may say so and 
we will move on to the next task.  In addition, if any student does not want to continue, he/she may end the session and leave at 
any time. 
  
Approximately ~4 students will participate in this study.  Results from all sessions will be included in a report that will be used 
by the project team. Student names will not be included in the report nor will their names be associated with any session data 
collected. 
  
If you wish to speak with someone about your child’s participation in this study, or if you feel your child was not treated as 
described above, please contact the project team at (917)123-4567 
  
  
I, ______________________________________________, have read and fully understand the extent of the study and any risks 
involved.  All of my questions, if any, have been answered to my satisfaction.  My signature below acknowledges my 
understanding of the information provided in this form and indicates my willingness to have my child, 
____________________________________, participate in this user testing session. I have been given a blank copy of this consent 
form for my records. 
  
  
  
Signature:________________________________________________________                Date:________________ 

Prototype: Parental Consent Form

Arroyo, Brown, Buttendorf, Harten, McGowan Through My Eyes
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Prototype: Narrative Flowchart
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Prototype: Experience StoryBoard

The user test will look similar to a map with decision points placed 
physically on the floor (symbolizing progression through the narrative). 
For the sake of the test, we'll use two colors which will represent the 
different choices (i.e. choice 1- Pink path, choice 2-Blue path). The 
user will start at the "start line". 

He/she will then read the narrative and then proceed to the first choice point 
(represented as two colored circles on the floor). They will make a choice (i.e. 
choosing a path based on the color correspondence) and then read the next 
piece of narrative. Again, after reading the narrative, they will move on to 
another choice point and will be presented with the ability to make another 
choice which will impact the direction of the story. This will continue until the 
end of the “game" (~40 minutes). 

After the game is complete, we will have a  discussion period using 
specific discussion questions offered by Through My Eyes . Based on 
the student’s decisions in Through My Eyes, the teacher will complete 
the “Discussion Interview” questions. 

1

2

3

Arroyo, Brown, Buttendorf, Harten, McGowan Through My Eyes
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STUDENT NAME: !!
______________________________________________________ !
CHARACTER:  !
______________________________________________________ 
!!
CHOICE SELECTION: !!
______________________________________________________ 
!
______________________________________________________ 
!
______________________________________________________ 
!
______________________________________________________ !!!!!
RESEARCHER NAME: !
______________________________________________________ 
!!
DATE:  !
______________________________________________________ 
 
 
LOCATION: 
!
______________________________________________________ 

1. How did it feel to be (insert name of character). Playing as (insert 
name of character),why did you (insert student’s decision)? Why did 
you make that decision? !
_________________________________________________________ !
_________________________________________________________ !!
2. How do you think your decision made you feel? !
_________________________________________________________ !
_________________________________________________________ !!
3. Based on how your decision made you feel, would you have made 
a different decision? Why or why not? !
Circle: YES  /  NO !
_________________________________________________________ !
_________________________________________________________ !!
4. How did (enter another character’s name) reaction make you feel 
after making the decision that you made? !
_________________________________________________________ !
_________________________________________________________ !
5. How does (character’s name) experience relate to your own life 
(i.e., at school, after-school activities, friendships, family-life)?* !
_________________________________________________________ !
_________________________________________________________ !

Prototype: Discussion

Arroyo, Brown, Buttendorf, Harten, McGowan Through My Eyes
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Participant Information:!
• We invited some students that are part of the Upward Bound 

program at Medgar Evers College to participate of the user 
testing experience.  

• The students were all 8th grade students (1 male, 4 females) 
!
User Testing Day: !
• We displayed sheets of colored foam on the floor to represent 

the narrative journey, using different colors to show moments 
users should make a decision; 

• When students arrived, a member of the research team 
explained the activity; 

• We asked a volunteer among the students to start the narrative 
by picking an option; 

• One member of the research team took notes, as students 
made decisions 
!
Experience: !
The users read the narrative and then proceeded to the first 
choice point (represented as two colored circles on the floor). 
They made a choice (i.e. choosing a path based on the color 
correspondence) and then read the next piece of narrative. 
Again, after reading the narrative, they moved on to another 
choice point and was presented with the option to make another 
choice which impacted the direction of the story. This continued 
until the end of the “game" (~40 minutes).  
!
Once the game was completed, we had a  discussion period 
using specific discussion questions offered by Through My 
Eyes. Based on the students’ decisions in Through My Eyes, the 
researcher completed the “Discussion Interview” questions for 
each participant.  
!
* For further information see: Prototype & Testing Plan (Page: 35)

B. 

Research 

Findings 

!

Through My Eyes
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Findings: Participant Data

Through My Eyes

These images (flowchart, photographs, discussion 
forms) depict the users’ experience, as well as the 
participants’ selected ‘choices’ during the user testing 
at the Upward Bound Program at Medgar Evers 
College on May 7, 2014. Participant choices are 
reflected by the green boxes within each flowchart. For 
further information regarding the testing procedure, see 
‘Experience’ on page 45.
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Findings: Participant Data
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Findings: Participant Data

Through My Eyes

STUDENT NAME: Francina!
!
CHARACTER: Harry  
!
1. How did it feel to be Harry?  
ANSWER: I really felt like I was Harry while I was playing 
the game. I was really mad at Malfoy for cutting in line.  
!
2. Why did you not speak up when Malfoy cut infront of you 
in the line?  
ANSWER: I didn’t want to cause a scene. I figured I could 
get what I wanted after Malfoy got his.  
!
3. How did that decision made you feel? 
ANSWER: I felt like I was doing a good deed. I never know 
what other people are going through so I felt like I was doing 
Malfoy a favor, even though he didn’t deserve it.  
!
4. Based on how your decision made you feel, would you 
have made a different decision? Why or why not? 
Circle: YES  /  NO 
ANSWER: I felt good about what I did even though I didn’t 
get what I wanted from the store.  
!
5. How does Harry’s experience relate to your own life (i.e., 
at school, after-school activities, friendships, family-life)?* 
ANSWER: I always try to be nice to people even if aren’t 
nice to me. 

STUDENT NAME: Khaya!
!
CHARACTER: Harry  
!
1. How did it feel to be Harry?  
ANSWER: I wanted to get back at Malfoy for all the things 
he had done to me.   
!
2. Why did you decide to confront Malfoy when he cut in 
front of you in the line?  
ANSWER: Because it wasn’t fair. He cut in line and I 
wouldn’t have gotten my jolly ranchers. 
!
3. How did that decision made you feel? 
ANSWER: I felt good!  
!
4. Based on how your decision made you feel, would you 
have made a different decision? Why or why not? 
Circle: YES  /  NO 
ANSWER: I would have felt better if I could have punched 
him. (chuckles)  
!
5. How did Malfoy’s reaction make you feel after making the 
decision that you made? 
ANSWER: I felt like he had no other choice, but to 
apologize, but I felt good after he did it.  
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Findings: Participant Data

Through My Eyes

STUDENT NAME: Jamal!
!
CHARACTER: Harry  
!
1. How did it feel to be Harry?  
ANSWER: I didn’t really understand who they (the 
characters) were. I never read any Harry Potter books.  
!
2. Why did you decide to tell Madam Malkin what Malfoy 
did? 
ANSWER: Because I didn’t want to start a fight. I just 
wanted to get my candy and get out of the store. 
!
3. How did that decision made you feel? 
ANSWER: I felt like I got what I wanted without having to 
talk to Malfoy.   
!
4. Based on how your decision made you feel, would you 
have made a different decision? Why or why not? 
Circle: YES  /  NO 
ANSWER: Even though I got what I wanted, part of me 
thinks that Malfoy got off too easy. I felt like I “wussed” out.  
!
5. How did Malfoy’s reaction make you feel after making the 
decision that you made? 
ANSWER: I felt good, but I had to laugh and point so that 
he could know not to mess with me again.  
!
6. How does Harry’s experience relate to your own life (i.e., 
at school, after-school activities, friendships, family-life)?* 
ANSWER: In school, I feel like if you don’t stand up for 
yourself then people think they can pick on you. 

STUDENT NAME: Fairoz!
!
CHARACTER: Harry  
!
1. How did it feel to be Harry?  
ANSWER: At first I thought it was funny, but then I started 
thinking about how Harry would feel if these things were 
being done to him.  
!
2. Why did you not speak up when Malfoy cut in front of you 
in the line?  
ANSWER: Because I didn’t really care. I thought I’d still get 
my candy.  
!
3. How did that decision made you feel? 
ANSWER: I guess it made me feel good. I just wanted my 
candy.  
!
4. Based on how your decision made you feel, would you 
have made a different decision? Why or why not? 
Circle: YES  /  NO 
ANSWER: Because in the next step I realized I wouldn’t get 
my candy and I got mad.  
!
5. How does Harry’s experience relate to your own life (i.e., 
at school, after-school activities, friendships, family-life)?* 
ANSWER: This is how I usually act. I will let people get 
away with stuff as long as it doesn’t affect me and I can still 
get what I want. 
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Findings: Participant Data

Through My Eyes

STUDENT NAME: Christine!
!
CHARACTER: Harry  
!
1. How did it feel to be Harry?  
ANSWER: I love Harry! I was so glad when he killed 
Malfoy’s father in the last book.  
!
2. Why did you decide to confront Malfoy when he cut in 
front of you in the line? 
ANSWER: : I actually wanted to leave him alone because I 
killed his father, but then I remembered it’s Malfoy, and I hate 
him.  
!
3. How did that decision made you feel? 
ANSWER: Really good! (laughs)  
!
4. Based on how your decision made you feel, would you 
have made a different decision? Why or why not? 
Circle: YES  /  NO 
ANSWER: (laughs) Because it felt good to stand up to him.  
!
5. How does Harry’s experience relate to your own life (i.e., 
at school, after-school activities, friendships, family-life)?* 
ANSWER: At the end of the game, I actually accepted his 
(Malfoy) apology. Guess I’m a nice person after all. (laughs) 
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The TME Design:!
1. Some learners tended to pick some random questions just 

for fun, instead of really evaluating the options. This could 
really affect the experience negatively. What could we do to 
avoid this? Maybe have clearer goals for them to ensure 
decisions have strong impacts in the narrative? Or, perhaps 
the characters didn’t elicit a strong enough connection with 
the user, so the user couldn’t empathize with their character. 
This could mean that the character development needs 
some refocusing. 

!
2. In the discussion moment, we found it beneficial to 

incorporate questions that relate further to learners’ real life. 
Additionally, in order to offer the deepest experience to 
ensure that the learner to engage with the scene, it would be 
intuitive to find out the social/emotional situations of the 
users, and tailor the appropriate questions further. 

!
3. Emily noted that a video recording of the experience might 

be invasive or privacy-hindering. It was suggested that we 
use audio transcripts, which might make the experience 
more private while still maintaining accuracy. Going further, 
we will use audio transcripts via an audio recording 
application through a mobile device. 

!
4. Further input from the teachers/counselors about the social 

relationships of the students would be a helpful disclaimer. It 
might point out certain pairings of participants that should 
be encouraged, or alternatively, should be avoided. 

!
5. Because students were familiar with the story used for 

testing (Harry Potter), some students made choices based 
on what the character in the story would do, instead of 
making a choice based on what they would do. Going 
further, we may suggest following the reading curriculum of 
the grade level.

The Prototype:!
1. We had the feeling that the experience was too brief. The 

narrative didn’t offer many options, so it ended a little too 
fast. Consider adding more options, so the narrative takes 
longer to finish and students can engage in a more 
meaningful experience. 

!
2. It was hard to measure the effectiveness of the design, 

having prototyped it only once. Ideally, we would need to 
test this design with the same users in the course of a 
school term or year (or at least a month) in order to 
perceive changes in learners’ social skills.  

3. Because the researcher was the one responsible for 
handing in the options, users had to wait for their turn. In 
the real design they’d each drive the narrative 
autonomously, is there a way of prototyping this? (Also, 
how exactly will the interactions with the other users 
happen?) 

!
4. We didn’t take into account the relationship of the 

participants to one another. The environment was 
pleasant, but would it have been taken more seriously if 
these kids were not so familiar with one another. 

Findings: Improvements
Through My Eyes
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Needs
• Designed to address needs of educators and learners!
• Engages students with reading, specifically fiction!
• Enhances a benefit of reading fiction by developing social-emotional skills

Goals
Impact!

• Self-awareness!
• Self-management!
• Social awareness!
• Relationship management!

!
Curriculum!

• Develop transferable social-emotional skills!
• Become more self-aware of behavior!
• Develop the capacity to interact socially and manage relationships!
• Develop the ability to manage themselves

• American middle 
school students!

• Grades 6-8 !
• Ages 10 - 13 

Target Audience
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Experience

5

1 2 3

4 6

A teacher 
discusses the 

upcoming activity 

Each student 
receives an oculus 

rift and begins 
the program: 

Student accesses 
the preselected 
story and selects 

Student 
experiences the 
story from the 

Student selects 
“choices” for the 

character to 

Using guidelines 
offered by TME, 
students engage 
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Prototype & User Testing

1

2

3
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Prototype & User Testing
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DEMO!
(This section of the presentation involved a demo !

of the Oculus Rift headset.)
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